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ON SOME STATISTICAL PROBLEMS INHERENT IN 
RADIOACTIVE-SOURCE DETECTION 

A B S T R A C T 

I have taken a look at some of the statistical questions associated with problems of 
detecting random-point-process signals embedded in random-point-piocess noise. An ex
ample of such a problem is that of searching for a lost radioactive source with a moving 
detection system. The emphasis is on theoretical questions, but some experimental and 
Monte Carlo results are used to test the theoretical results. Several idealized binary decision 
problems are treated by starting with simple, specific situations and progressing toward 
more general problems. This sequence of decision problems culminates in the minimum-
cost-expectation rule for deciding between two Poisson processes with arbitrary intensity 
functions. As an example, this rule is then specialized to the detector-passing-a-point-
source decision problem. Finally, I used Monte Carlo techniques to develop and lest one 
estimation procedure: the maximum-likelihood estimation of a parameter in the intensity 
function of a Poisson process. For the Monte Carlo test this estimation procedure is 
specialized to the detector-passing-a-point-source case. I have attempted to include enough 
introductory material from probability theory to make ihe report accessible to those not 
especially conversant with probabilistic concepts and methods. 

[ I N T R O D U C T I O N 

This report deals with some of the probabilistic and statistical questions thai arise from those detec
tion and estimation problems in which both the background and source arc inherently random in nature. 
Attention is restricted to random point processes, those processes that yield a random sequence of points on 
the positive time axis. A familiar example of a generator of random points is a radioactive ,oureeand detector 
arrangement. The source-detector geometry might be fixed or might vary with time. 

My motive for writing this report comes from the belief that one can learn something about real 
detection and estimation problems by studying idealized, tractable detection and estimation problems. ! also 
wi>h to promote a point of view, a way of thinking about such problems. Roughly, the point of view can be 
summed up as the following imperatives: 

(1) Formulate carefully the questions that need answers and criteria that arc desirable. 
(2) Construct a probabilistic model broad enough to address the questions but restrictive enough to 

be tractable. 
(3) Invoke probabilistic-statistical reasoning to construct estimators or decision procedures having 

properties approaching those desired-
Step 1 is most important and can be surprisingly difficult. It is sometimes nearly impossible to distill 

a few crisp questions and criteria from the fuzzy atmosphere thai surrounds a real problem. If clear questions 
cannot be formed, then one must resort to "mature judgement" and "ingenuity"—but this report does not 
address that alternative. 

Steps 2 and 3, although usually less troublesome than Step I, require careful thought. Probability 
theory is notoriously unforgiving of shoddy thinking. For example, it is easy to let unjustified independence 
assumptions creep into the model. They will even creep into the formal procedures of Step 3 after the model is 
constructed. However, if you exercise care in formulation ana execution, the results can yield considerable in
sight into real detection and estimation problems. 

Of the six sections that follow only one is about estimation; the bulk of the report is about binary 
decision problems. I proceed from the simple and the specific to the more general and inclusive problems. 
Such a treatment is somewhat inelegant from a logical point of view, but perhaps easier to follow for one not 
especially familiar with probabilistic arguments. 
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Section 1 gives some of the background from elementary probability theory that is used freely in the 
remainder of the text, (t should be skipped if you are familiar with the elements of probabilily theory, but 
shoulu be read if you are not. Nothing is proved in Section I; it is jus: an intuitive discussion of concepts and a 
listing of some common notation. 

In Section 2 we consider the problem of trying to decide which of two Poisson random variables has 
been sampled. An example of this situation occurs when one is trying to decide between a "weak" and a 
"strong" long-life radioactive source. We begin with a criterion (maximum a posteriori probability) we wish 
the decision procedure to satisfy. This criterion leads us to a decision rule. We then show that this procedure 
has another nice property in addition to the required criterion—minimum error probability. Next we con
sider, both theoretically and experimentally, how the error probability varies as we violate the dictated deci
sion rule—off-optimum performance. Finally we introduce and discuss an important instrument in binary 
decision theory—receiver operating characteristic (ROC). The ROC curve is a useful tool for evaluating deci
sion procedures when prior probabilities are not assigned. 

Section 3 gives a decision rule for deciding between two general random variables when costs are 
assigned to wrong decisions and rewards are assigned to correct decisions. The criterion invoked at the outset 
is "minimize the expectation of the cost." It develops that this criterion also leads to a maximum a posteriori 
procedure and subsumes the minimum-error-probability criterion. It is important to appreciate how inclusive 
the results of this section are; it is less important to understand the methods employed to get the results. Sec-
lion 3 stands somewhat apart from the remainder of the report as far as methods used are concerned. 

In Section 4 I attempt to give an intuitive feeling for what a Poisson process " is" and to list some 
important and useful properties of Poisson processes. No proofs are given, just definitions and assertions. 

Section 5 is the core of this report. It gives the minimum-cost-expectation rule for deciding between 
two Poisson processes that have general intensity functions. The construction of the rule is similar to that 
used in Section 3, but a new object is needed—the sample function density, which is to a Poisson process what 
a probability density function is to a random variable. Considerable work is required to define the sample 
function density and to show that it has properties that make its definition worthwhile. Using the sample 
function density I then write down the decision rule and assert that it has the minimum-cosl-expectation 
property. The property isn't proved, but analogy to the Section 3 case (general random variables) makes the 
property plausible. Actually, two rules are given—one uses arrival-time data, the other uses binned data. I 
then show that, when specialized to homogeneous Poisson processes, the rule tells us that total count is suffi
cient for a decision. Finally, I specialize the decision rule to a model of a detector passing a radioactive source 
and show how the rule performs with Monte Carlo simulations, from which empirical ROC curves are con
structed. 

In Section 6 we turn attention from decision problems to estimation problems. The problem is that 
of estimating the value of a parameter in the intensity function of a general Poisson process. As in Section 5 
the sample function density plays a dominant role. We construct a maximum-likelihood estimator, where the 
object maximized is the sample function density. The situation is analogous to maximum-likelihood estima
tion for random variables in which the object maximized is the probability density function. The detector-
passing-a-point-radioactive-source model is used to illustrate the estimator, and Monte Carlo simulations are 
used to evaluate estimator performance. 

1. Probabilistic Background 

Probabilistic reasoning is used throughout this report, and I summarize here some of the concepts 
that will be needed and some of the notation that will be used. 

The concepts and mathematical properties of probabilily, event, and random variable will be used 
freely. Let us illustrate with examples. 

We say that the decay time of an excited atom is a random variable. We cannot predict with cer
tainty when it will decay. It turns out, however, that something quantitative can be said about the time at 
which it will decay. Consider the event: an atom will decay between 1.5 and 10.6 s. We are interested in the 
probability of this event; that is, we wish to assign a number between 0 and 1 (inclusive) to the interval (1.5, 
10.6). This number wilt allow us to make informed bets as to whether or not the atom's decay time will fall in 
this interval. 
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Decay lime K an example of a continuous random variable; the lime at which decay occurs can be 
any non-negative real number, and the probability that decay will occur at any specified time is zero. In con
trast, suppose that at lime zero we have an aggiegate of n identical excited atoms. Then the number that will 
decay prior 10 timet is an example of a discrete random variable. Clearly, the number that decay prior to time 
i fN(t), sryl can only assume a value in 1 he set {0, 1 n); if k is ar element of this set, then the probability 
iliat N(t) will equal k is greater than zero. 

Most of:cn we will be interested in calculating the probabilities of events that can he described in 
terms of certain random variables. One such situation was just used above to introduce the Loncepi of event. 
Most of our events w:!J be subsets of the real numbers. We will be asJcing questions such as: '"What is the 
probability that a given random variable will assume a value in a certain set of numbers?" 

We have a describing function for a random variable if we have some function (defined on the set of 
possible values the random variable can assume) that can bt used in some way to calculate the probability that 
the random variable will assume a value in any subset of its set of possible values. For continuous random 
variables perhaps the most familiar describing function is the probability density function (PDF). To find the 
probability that a continuous random variable will assume a value in a given set, integrate its PDF over the 
given set. The corresponding describing function for a disctele random variable is the probability mass func
tion (PMF). To find the probability that a discrete random variable will assume a value in a given set, sum the 
PMF over that set. Another common describing function (applicable to both discrete and continuous random 
variables) is the distribution function. The value of the distribution function of a random variable at any real 
number x is the probability that the random variable will assume a value less than or equal to x. 

In our radioactivity example suppose that the decay parameter is A. Let f be the probability density 
junction ibai describes the decay time and F be the distribution function that describes the decay time. Then, 
fur any time t 

f . t . _ / 0 i f t < 0 1 
f (1 ,-WAMn»of 

and 

We will also need lhe concept of a random vector, which is a generalization of the concept of ran
dom variable. A random vector is a vector each coordinate of which is a random variable. We can again use 
radioactivity as an example. Suppose at lime zero we have n identical radioactive atoms. Then the pair (the 
number that will decay between 1 and 5 s, the number that will decay between 6 and 7 s) is an example of a 
2-dimensional random vector. The concept of random vector, when generalized to the Infinite dimensional 
case, is called a stochastic process. I will make some use of the concept of stochastic process, but my examples 
will be simple ones. The general theory is quite complicated. 

The concept and properties of conditional probability will be used frequently in the sequel. The in
tuitive idea behind conditional probability can be illustrated by my radioactivity example. Suppose we have 
one radioactive atom at time zero. Its decay constant is A. Suppose you are interested in the event A where 
A = (atom will decay between 7.2 and 10.9 s}. You compute this probability; call it P(A). Suppose 1 watch the 
atom until it decays. You are not allowed to see what the decay time is. I inform you only that the event B oc
curred where B = (atom decayed between 8 and 20.7 s}. It is intuitively clear that in light of this new, partial in
formation you should recalculate your probability that A occurred. This new probability is an instance of 
copditional probability. A common symbol for it is P[A|B], and a common incantation is "the probability of 
A given B." In terms of the primitive probability function, 

P[A|BI=3*£2!. ( 1 ) 

where "IT ' is set intersection (logical "and"). Equation (1) defines conditional probability in general and is 
not restricted to our examples 

Finally, we will need the concepts of independent events and independent random variables. Events 
A and B are said to be independent if 

PIA|B1»P[A]. (2) 
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From Eq. (1) and the fact that "(V is commutative, we see that Eq. (2) is equivalent to 

P[AnB] = PiA]P[B]. (3) 

Equation (3) displays the property of independent events most widely used in applications of probability 
theory. 

The definition of independent random variables is closely connected to the definition of independent 
events. Let X and Y be two random variables. Let Ax be any event that can be described solely in terms of X; 
in a given sample we can tell whether or not Ax has occurred by knowing only the value that X has assumed. 
Let Ay be defined similarly. Then random variables X and Y are said to be independent if A x and Ay are in
dependent events. 

One fact about independent random variables is used frequently in applications. Suppose (1) X j and 
X2 are random variables; (2) fi2 is the joint probability density function or the joint probability mass function 
that describes the random vector (X|, X2); and (3) f 1 is the probability density function or probability mass 
function that describes X|, and f2 is the probability density function or probability mass function that 
describes X 2. Then Xj and X2 ate independent if and only if 

f|2("l. X2) = f|(X|)f 2(X 2). (4) 

I will use Eq. (4) and its generalization to higher dimension:, in the sequel. 
Here are some conventions and notation that will be used later. Further notation will be introduced 

as needed, and some of the notation here will be reintroduced at first usage. 
• P[..-l — Probability of the event "...". 
• P[...|***j — Conditional probability of the event "..." given the event "***". 
• Random variables will be represented by upper case letters. 
• P[X < x] — Probability that the (generic) random variable X assumes a value less than or 

equal to x. As a function of x this is the distribution function that describes X. 
• P[X > x] — Probability that the random variable X assumes a value greater than x. As a func

tion of x this is the survival function that describes X. Observe that P|X > x] = 1 -
PIX « x). 

• (d/dx)P[X < x] = - (d/dx) PfX > x] is the probability density function that describes X, pro
vided this derivative exists. It will for our continuous random variables but not for our 
discrete random variables. 

• P[X = x] — Probability that the random variable X will assume the value x. This notation will 
be used only for discrete random variables—those that can assume only integer values. As a 
function of x this is the probability mass function that describes X. 

• E|X] — Expectation of the random variable x. E|X] is the first moment of the probability 
density function or the probability mass function that describes X. For example, if fx is fhe 
probability density function that describes X, then 

E[X]=f™ xfx(x)dx. 
• ' - C O 

V[X] —Variance of the random variable X. V[X] is the second moment about E[X] of the 
probability density function or the probability mass function that describes X. A useful for
mula is V[X] = E[X2] - E2[X]. For example, if Px is the probability mass function that 
describes X, then 

VtX) = 2(x-E[X]) 2p x(x). 
x=0 

I, J — Binomial coefficient. A convenient and reasonably faithful incantation is "n choose 

k." 

— Definition of Bernoulli random variable. X is called a Bernoulli random variable if X can 
assume only two values, 0 or 1. 
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— "**" will represent double implication 
— Random variable N will be called a Poisson random variable with parameter A if 

p [ N = k ) J T r i f k £ , 0 - l ' 2 - , | 
/ 0 otherwise ) 

where X > 0. 

2. A Rule For Guessing Which of Two Poisson Random Variables Has Been Sampled 

Our first application of probabilistic reasoning is to the construction of " a " rule for deciding which 
of two Poisson random variables gave rise to a single sample observed. I stress the fad that "a" rule not 
"the" rule is constructed because the r/jcipe one is led to will depend on somecnterion invoked at the outset. 
The criterion used here is a common one but surely is not inevitable. 

I choose to start my investigations with Poisson random variables because (1) the analysis is rela
tively simple, (2) Poisson random variables occur frequently in particle-counting problems, and (3) Poisson 
random variables will show up when we study Poisson processes important in radioactive-source detection 
problems. 

We begin wilh a game-like format, a format used throughout this report. 

The Game 

Suppose you have a riechanism for sampling a Bernoulli random variable; you might, for example, 
have a spinner (similar to those used in various board games) marked with two (not necessarily equal) sectors. 
You also possess mechanisms for samp'ing two Poisson random variables. One generates samples .vith mean 
rate Ao; the other generates samples with mean rate Aj# XQ. For example, your generators might be two long-
lived radioactive sources and associated counting apparatus. 

I know the value of Ao and A], I also know how your Bernoulli random variable is distributed; i.e., I 
know the probability that your Bernoulli random variable will assume the value 1. The game follows: 

• You sample the Bernoulli random variable and call the result a. 
• I f a = 1, you observe for time T the output of the generator whose intensity is Aj. Record the 

number of occurrences (counts, arrivals). If a = 0, proceed similarly with the generator whose 
intensity is AQ. 

• You tell me the number of occurrences and the observation time. My job is to guess which 
generator was used to generate the sample. Equivalently, my job is to guess what value your 
Bernoulli random variable assumed. 

How do 1 make an intelligent guess? If Aj>Ao it seems reasonable to guess in favor of Ai if the count 
is "large" and to guess in favor of A0 if the count is "small." But where do I set the threshold? There is no 
unique answer. I must select some criterion I wish to be satisfied. We now state and analyze one such 
criterion. 

Maximum A Posteriori Probability (MAPP) Criterion 

Roughly, the criterion says: "Decide in favor of that alternative with the highest conditional prob
ability, given the data." The MAPP criterion is quite general and can be applied to a large class of binary 
decision problems. We now see what it directs us to do for the Poisson problem at hand. 
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To make :he MAPP criterion explicit consider the following probabilistic model of the game dis
cussed in the previous section. Let 

• A be the Bernoulli random variable. If A = l, sample the process with intensity A,. If A = 0, 
sample the process with intensity An. Without loss of generality assume that An < A|. A is the 
"truth" random variable. 

• p;A=l] = p , 0 < p < l . 
• T be the observation time. T is the time spent in collecting the "count." 
• N(T) be the number of counts collected in time T. N(T) is a random variable. Two stages of 

randomness contribute to the randomness in N(T): (I) the random selection of the generator 
and (2) the random number of counts from the generator. 

• D be the decision random variable. If our rule (to be determined) tells us to decide in favor of 
A|, D = l. Otherwise D = 0. 

The precise statement of the MAPP criterion is 

P[A = 0|N(T)1 > P[A = 1|N(T)]. ,5, 

To translate the MAPP criterion into an operational ru let k be a non-negative integer and observe that 

P[A = 0|N(T) = k P p [ A = 0|N(T) = K] . P[N(T) = k] 
P(A™i|N(T) = k] P(A = l|N(T) = k] P[N(T) = k) 

© P[N(T) = k|A = 0) P[A = 0] 
P[N(T) = k|A=l]P[A = l] 

©e~^T<AoT)k/k! 1 -p 
e"*'T(AiT) k/k!* p 

Hence 

P[A = 0|N(T)j®l-
PfA = I|N(T)] P U , / (6) 

Combine Eqs. (3) and (6) to arrive at the operational version of the MAPP procedure: 

D I n 
> (Ai -Ao)T- in-2-

N(T) ' j L_E. (7) 

D = 0 *0 

The reasons: 

® - Clear. 
© — Direct consequence of the definition of conditional probability. 
fj) — If A=0, then the count is a sample of a Poisson random variable with mean Afl. If A = 1, 

then the count is a sample of a Poisson random variable with mean A). 
@ — Replace k with N(T) to return to a statement about a random variable. 
Relation (7) is our decision recipe if we wish to invoke the maximum a posteriori probability 

criterion. I will now show that this recipe haf another interesting property. 
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The MAPP Criterion Minimizes Probability of Error 

This assertion is true in general, but the proof for the general case is a bit abstract. We can, however, 
construct a transparent proof for the special case at hand. 

Let l be a generic non-negative real number, and let [t) be the largest integer < t. We search for a 
value of t that will serve as a threshold for our test. If N(T) < t, we decide in favor of An; if N(T) > t, we decide 
in favor of Aj. 

If t happens to be an integer (t = [t]), and if N(T) happen*, to assume the value t, we decide in favor of 
Aowith probability 1/2 and in favor of Ai with probability 1/2. Thh last case is pathological and is njt apt to 
arise. Our task is to find a value of t that minimizes the probability of error. To do this observe that 

P(errorpi n [D=l n A = 0) + P[D = 0 n A= 1] 
© 
SPiA^O]P[D=l|A=0) + P[A = I |P|D=0|A=l] 

P(A = 0](l-P[D = 0|A=0]]-rP[A=l]P|D = 0|A=l] 

HI 
= P[A=0] I - £ p*> 

* = 0 

ill »-».T ( A l T )k 

k=0 

'(I „ u V fpe " l'T(A,T) t (l-pje-^XAoT) 1 1"! „ - p) ^ - n j 

© 
= 1 

= (l_p) + p e - i ' T £ C - i £ i f(k), (8) 
k = 0 

where © defines the function f. The re lsons are 
© — D = l ("1 A = 0 means !h. intersection or conjunction of the events D = l and A - 0 . D = l f l 

A = 0 is a false alarm. D = t)OA = l is a miss. Only two types of error are possible. 

© — Direct consequence of the definition of conditional probability. 

© — D can assume only two states, and conditional probability is a probability. 
0 — The upper limit of the sums is the greatest integer less than or equal to t since t is our 

threshold (to be determined). 

© — P[A = 1 ] = p, P[A=0] = 1 - p and some manipulation. 
© — Manipulation. 

© — Defines f. 
From Eq. (8) 

f(k) = 1 - (LjEj e»." W-^)"; k = 0,l,2,... (9) 

Since Ao < X\, f is monotone increasing. Hence to minimize the right hand side of Eq. (8) wc must choose t 
such that f([t]) < 0 and f([t] +1) i 0. We distinguish three cases: 
Case I: f(0) > 0. We ignore the data and decide in favor of Ai(D=1) since all summands are positive. 

Case 2: f(0)=0. We choose t=0. If N(T)=0, decide in favor of An(D=0) with probability 1/2 and in favor 
of Aj(D = 1) with probability 1/2. If N(T) > 0, decide in favor of A|(D = 1). 



Case 3: f(0) < 0. This is the interesting and useful case. Temporarily expand the domain of f to the set of all 
real numbers, and find that value s such that f(s)=0. We have 

f(s)= • - M - - - t e ) s 
= 0 

w--_P_ e-«i-»o>T 
1 - p 

( i , - A o ) T - < n j : - p 

<4 *0 

(10) 

We see that t = s is the threshold set-point, but this is identical to the set-point obtained from the 
MAPP criterion. The argument is complete. The MAPP criterion minimizes probability of error as claimed. 

Optimum and Off-Optiir-jm Performance 

I have derived a decision recipe |Eq. (7)] that is supposed to minimize the probability of error. The 
recommended test is a threshold test. I will now show by way of example how the threshold test performs and 
how the performance varies as I move the threshold away from its optimum value. 

Austin O'Dell performed some experiments with long-lived neutron sources. Such experiments 
allowed us to check theoretical performance predictions against laboratory measurements. In these ex
periments a fixed neutron detector-recorder arrangement was exposed to a "weak" source and a "strong" 
source of neutrons. O'Dell determined the weak average-count-rate (IQ) and the strong average-count-rate (A i) 
with high precision by counting for a long period of time. 

Games were played according to the following sequence: 
( 1) Select a fixed observation time, T. 
( 2) Flip a "fair" coin (p= 1/2). Actually, this coin flip was done on the computer with a pseudo

random-number generator. 
( 3) If the coin indicates "heads," expose the neutron counter to the strong source for time T. 

Record the number of counts and the fact that the strong source was used. Store this informa
tion. If the coin indicates "tails," proceed similarly with the weak source. 

( 4) Do steps 1, 2, and 3 n times. 
( S) Fix a threshold at value 6i, say. 
( 6) For each of the n data pairs assign the decision value 0 or 1 according to the rule 

D=i 
.. > „ 

( 7) Detu mine if an error was made. Recall that an error has been made if D # A for the given 
assignment. 

( 8) Let e| be the number of errors made with threshold fli. Plot the point (8i, e|/n). 
( 9) Choose a new threshold 82, say, and repeat steps 6, 7, and 8. 
(10) Continue until a plot of e/n vs 6 over a desired range is attained. 

Figures 1,2, and 3 show some results of O'Dell's experiments. The step curves are calculated from 
Eq. (8); the dots are results of the experiments. The results shown are based on 70 trials (n = 70). The only 
parameter that changes as you proceed through the figures is the count time, T. As one would expect, perfor
mance at optimum improves r,:< the count time increases. 

That the curves are n«:;v symmetric is a direct result of the fact that p= 1/2. If p # 1/2 (weak 
source and strong source not equally probable), the curves would be asymmetric. 
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Receiver Operating Characteristics 

We have been discussing the performance of a certain decision rule in a situation in which we know 
the prior probabilities of the two alternatives. In the game we have just discussed, each of these probabilities 
was 1/2. In realistic applications it is often impossible for reasonable persons to agree on an assignment for 
the prior probability that a given alternative exists. Hence it is useful to have a "measure of goodness" for a 
decision procedure independent of the prior probability that a given alternative exists. One such measure is 
the receiver-operating-characteristic (ROC) curve. 

To describe an ROC curve we need some more terminology. In our binary decision game two types 
of error are possible. We can decide that the A| source gave rise to our sample when the Ao source was in place; 
we can decide that the Ao source gave rise to our sample when the A| source was in place. Let us agree to say 
that we have a "signal" if the A| source gave rise to our sample. Then if we announce Ai when the truth is Ao, 
we say we have a FALSE ALARM. If we announce Aowhrn the truth is Aj, we say we have a MISS. If we an
nounce A| when the truth is Aj, we say we have a DETECTION. This terminology suggests names for two im
portant conditional probabilities: 

P[D = I |A = 11 = conditional detection probability (CDP) 

and 

P[D= 1|A=0] = conditional false alarm probability (CFAP). 

Although the threshold setting is not explicitly displayed here, it is important to observe that the CDP and 
CFAP are functions of the threshold set-point. 

Let t be our threshold setting. Consider the pair: (CFAP(t), CDP(t)). As t runs through :ts set of 
possible values, the pair (CFAP(t), CDP(t)) traces out a curve in the unit square with corners at (0,0), (1,0), 
(1,1), (0,1). This is the ROC curve mentioned earlier. 

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show theoretical and experimental ROC curves for the games we have just 
described above, the games that gave the data displayed in Figs. 1, 2, and 3. The solid dots represent 
theoretical results; the open circles represent the results of O'DelPs experiments. The only parameter that 
changes as you progress through the figures is count time. Observe that the ROC curves tend toward the 
northwest corner as count time increases. This tendency is consistent with our intuition; one should be able to 
obtain a higher conditional detection probability for a given conditional false alarm probability if count time 
increases. 

Here, in some detail, is how the experimental points in Figs. 4, 5, and 6 were obtained. Steps 1 
through 6 are as listed above for the game that generated Figs. 1, 2, and 3. Now, with the threshold fixed at 
°i, go through the 70 plays of the game and construct the following table: 

D 
0 1 

N» N 0 l 

N,o N„ 

In this table, Njj is the number of plays in which the truth was i and in which our decision procedure gave the 
decision j . Now plot the point [Noi/(Noo+ Nni), Nn/(Nio + Nn)]. Next, change the threshold to 821 construct 
a new table, plot the new point, etc. This step-by-step procedure was used to generate the open-circle data 
points in Figs. 4, S, and 6. Hence the open-circle curve is an estimate of the ROC curve. 
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3. A Rule For Guessing Which of Two Random Variables Has Been Sampled: 
General Case 

In (he previous section I discussed a decision procedure for guessing which of iwo Poisson random 
variables has been sampled, given the prior probabilities. The procedure was based on maximizing the 
posterior probability, given a sample. This note is a generalization of the previous section in lwo directions. 
First, the two random variables need not be Poisson-distributed; they can be completely general. Second, the 
decision procedure allows costs to be assigned to errors and rewards to be assigned to successes. 

The procedure discussed here is often called "Bayes' procedure*' but this name i* not universally us
ed. Several other procedures are specializations of the one discussed here. In particular the maximum 
posterior probability procedure (MAPP) is a special case that results from assignment of a particular cost 
function. The MAPP criterion is analyzed after the general analysis, and I later show that MAPP minimizes 
error probability. That MAPP minimizes error probability was discussed for the Poisson case in the previous 
section. I indicate here that it is true in general. 

The price we pay for the high level of generality is acceptance of a rather abstract proof, but once 
finished we can forget about it and not have to check every special case that arises. The arguments given in 
this section require probabilistic facts not explained elsewhere in this report. If you do not have sufficient 
background in probability theory or are not interested in the arguments, a study of the conclusions (Relations 
16, 19, and 21 upcoming) should be sufficient for understanding the remainder of this report. 

It seems useful to start the discussion with a game-like setting. 

The Game 

Consider the following game. You have a method for sampling three independent random variables: 
A, Xo, X). A is a Bernoulli random variable with probability of success p where 
0 < p < 1. That is, A assumes the value 0 or 1, and P(A=l] = p. Xoand Xi are arbitrary. The steps are 

(1) Sample X 0, call the result x0. 
(2) Sample X,, call the result x,. 
(3) Sample A, call the result a, 
(4) If a = 0, you show me the number % If a = l, you show me the number X|. 
My job is to guess the value of a. What is my decision strategy? The answer, as usual, is "It all 

depends." It depends on howl value success and failure. What is the reward for saying a = 1 whena=l , of 
saying a = 0 when a=0? What is the penalty for saying a= I when a=0 , for saying a = 0 when a= 1? I now 
discuss a general model for this decision problem. 

Analysis of General Model 

We have six jointly distributed random variables: Xo, Xi, A, X, D, C. The first three (Xo, Xj, A)are 
as described in the previous section. A is the "truth" random variable. X is the data random variable. X is Xo 
if A=0; X is X i if A = 1. D is the decision random variable. D ̂  0 if the decision procedure tells me to guess 
that A=0, D = ] otherwise. Random variable C is the "cost" random variable. The random variables Xo, Xi, 
and A are primitive; X, D, and C are functions of them. To show the functional relations let 

I B = the "indicator of B." B is any subset of the domain of I B > and IB(t) = 1 if t e B, l B ( t)=0 if 14 B. 
c be a real-valued function defined on the four pairs (0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1) that satisfies the two 

inequalities c(l,0)-c(0,0)>0 and c(0,l)-c(l , l) > 0 . c is the cost function. 
R be the "acceptance" region for the D = 1 decision. R is a subset of the real numbers such that if 

X £ R, we guess that A = I. Our job is to find R such that some cost criterion is satisfied. 
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W e can now write X, D, and C in terms of X ( ). Xj, and A: 

|x„ i fA=o| 
X = X 0 + ( X , - X o ) l | i | ( A ) = . , 

( X , i f A = l). (11) 

D = f R (X ) . (12) 

C = c(D,A). (13) 

The cost ra idon variable C as umes four values: 
ciO.i'i •- Cost of guessing 0 when truth is 0. Presumably c(0,0) ^ 0. 
c(0,1) — Cost of guessing 0 when truth is 1. This is the cost of a miss, presumably greater 

than 0. 
e(l,0) — Cost of guessing I when truth is 0. This is Ihe cost of a false alarm, pre

sumably greater than 0. 
c(l ,1) — Cost of guessing 1 when truth is I. Presumably c(l,l) ^ 0. 
What cost criterion should we use? It is a matter of choice. We use the "minimum expectation of 

cost" criterion, a common one. E will denote expectation and E{....|***] will denote conditional expectation. 
Our task is to construct R, a subset of the sample space, such that E[C] is minimum. 

Here is the derivation. Keep in mind that X is the observed or "data" random variable and C is Ihe 
"cost" random sariable. 

[ ; | C / ? L [ E : [ C | X ] ] 

?Id[E|c(D,A)|X]) 

V E | E | C ( I R ( X ) , A ) | X | ) 

VE |C( I K (X) ,0 ) I>[A = 0 |X] + C ( I R ( X ) , 1 ) P [ A = 1 | X ] ] 

© 
- E | I R ( X ) | C ( J , 0 ) P | A = 0|XJ + C(1,1)P|A = 1|XJ] + ( 1 - I R ( X ) ) • [c(0.0)p[A = 0|X] + c(0.1)P[A = l|X]]} 

© 
= E{II ) (X)[C(],0)P[A = 0 |X] + C ( 1 , I ) P [ A = 1 | X ) - C ( 0 , 0 ) P [ A = 0 | X ] - C ( 0 , 1 ) P [ A = 1|X]]} 

+ E(c(0,0)P[A = 0|X] + c(0,1 )P[A = 1 |X11. (14) 
So to minimize E[C] we must choose the region R such that the expectation of Ihe random variable within the 
first curly bracket of the last equation is a minimum. This will be the case if R has the property that X t R im
plies: 

[c( l ,0)-c(0,0)]P|A = 0|Xl < ( C ( 0 , 1 ) - C ( 1 , 1 ) ] P [ A = 1 |X ] . 

This means that our decision procedure is 

D = | 
[c(0,l)-c(l,l)]PrA = l|X] ^ [c(l,0)-c(0,0)]P[A = 0|X]. (15) 

D = 0 

If c(0, l )-r-( i , l )*0and P[A = 0|X| # 0 , the only case of interest, then the procedure is 

P[A=1|X] c(l,0)-c(0,0) 

P[A = 0|X] < c ( 0 , l ) - c ( t , l ) 
D = 0 

(16) 
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Here is a list of reasons for the above steps: 
© — Basic property of conditional expectation. 
© - C = c(D,A)byEq. (13). 
® - D = I R(X)byEq.(l2). 
© — For fixed X, C(1R(X),A) can assume two values. 
© — You can convince yourself of the validity of this step by using the fact that 

X t R - IR(X)= 1 and X 4 R - I R ( X ) = 0 . 

© — Manipulation. 
The derivation of Relations (15) and (16) was quite general and did not require that X 0 and X| have 

any particular class of describing function. They can be discrete, continuous, or mixed. In practice we usually 
have the case in which both are discrete or both are continuous. In these cases the decision rule can be ex
pressed in terms of the probability mass functions (PMF) or in terras of the probability density functions 
(PDF). 

Discrete Case 
Notice that for a=0 or a = I 

P[A=a|X=xJP[X=x] = P[X=x|A=aJP[A=aJ=P[Xa=x}T'[A=a] 

- P[A = a|X = x]px(x)=Px,(x)P[A=a], (17) 

where p x is the PMF that describes X and P x , is the PMF that describes X a. From Eq. (17) we see that 

P[A=a|XJp x(X)=p x.(X)P[A=a]. (18) 

From Eq. (18) and Relation (16) we have the decision rule for the discrete case: 

Px,(X) ° > ' c(t,0)-c(0,0) . P'A^Oj 

P X O W D V ' 0 , 0 " " * 1 ' 0 P [ A = 1 1 ' 
(19) 

Continuous Case 

Notice that for a = 0 or a = 1 and h>0, 

P[A = a|x<X<x + hJP[x<X<x + h] = P[x<X<x+ h|A = aJP[A =a] 

= P[x<X a<x + h]P[A = a]. 

Now, multiply both sides by 1/h and take the limit as h—0. The result is 

P[A = a|X = x]fx(x) = fxa(x)P[A = a) - P[A = a|X]fx(X) = fX a(X)P[A = aj (20) 

where f represents a density function. From Eq. (20) and Relation (16) we have the decision rule for the con
tinuous case: 

| fxi(X) D

> ' c(l,0)-c(0,0) PtA = 0] 
fxo(X) < c(0, l ) -c( l , l ) P(A=I). 

D = 0 
(21) 
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Minimum-Error Probability Criterion 

If the costs of the two types of error are equal, then the Bayes' procedure minimizes the probability 
of error. To show this, suppose that c( 1,0) - c(0,0) = c(0,1) - c( 1,1). Then the expectation of the random vari
able within the first curly bracket of Eq. (14) (Step 6) is subject to the following manipulations: 

E )lR(X)|c(l,0)PIA = 0|X] + c(l,l)P[A = l|X] - c(0,0)P[A = 0|X] - c(0,l)P[A = l|X]]( 

® 
= |c(l,0) - c(0,0)]E{IR(X)[P[A = 0|X] - P[A = 1 |X])} 

© 

® 
|C(1,0) - c(0,0)[E{lR(X)P[A = 0|X] - lR(X)P[A = 1 |X]} 

|c(!,0) - c(0,0))E{lR(X)P|A = 0|X] + [ I R C ( X ) - I]P[A = 1 (X]| 

[c(l ,0)-c(0,0)HE[l R (X)P[A = 0|X]l + E[ l R C (X)P[A = l | X ] ) - P ( A = l l ) . (22) 

The reasons: 

(J) — By assumption, c(l,0)-c(0,0) = c(0, l)-c(l , l ) . 

(2) — Clear. 

(?) — R c is the complement of R, and for any set F, )p= I - I c . 

© - E is linear and E[P|A= 1|X)] = P[A= 1). 

We argued earlier [subsequent to Eq. (14)) that to minimize E(C] it is sufficient to minimize the left 
side of Step 1 of Eq. (22). Therefore, from Eq. (22), it is sufficient to chose the region R such that E[IR(X) 
P[A = C|X]] + E[l C <X)P[A = 11X)] is a minimum. But this is just the probability of error. To show this, let 2 
be the sample space on which our original six random variables are defined and let 

A 0 = {tocS : A(to) = 0}. 

A , = {a>cQ: A ( O D ) = 1 ( . 

D 0 = (COEQ : D(o>) = 0|. 

D, = {WEQ: D((o) = l, . 

Then 

E[iB(X)Pf A = 0|XU + E(IR<<X)P[A = 1 |X11 

QE'IRTOEHAJXI] + E[IR<(X)E|IA| |X]) 

WErEflRCXJJAjXll + EfE'IiKXtfA.IXJJ 

^£[£[10,1^1X1] + E[E[ID oIA,|X]] 

®E[E(ID | r, A„|X]] + E[E[iD o n A,|XJ1 

® E [ I D | n A 0 l + E ( I D o n , 
CD 
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= P[D=1 D A=01 + P[D = 0O A = l) 
® 
= P[error], 

and the Bayes' procedure minimizes error as claimed. Here are the reasons: 

(T) — Relationship between conditional probability and conditional expectation. In fact, in ihe ad
vanced theory, conditional probability is defined by means of conditional expectation exactly 
as indicated in Step 1. 

(D — A general property of conditional expectation is: E[$(X)Y|X) = $(X)E[Y|X] for any function 
f 

© — X £ R and D = 1 are identical events, hence IR(X) = ID,. 
X t R c and D=0 are identical events, hence IR^X) = ID 0-

© — ' F ' O = 'FOG for any sets F and G. 
© — Theorem of total expectation. 
© — An indicator random variable assumes only two values, 0 or I, Hence its expectation is equal 

to the probability of the event on which it assumes the value 1. 
© — Clear from the definitions of A 0 , Aj, D 0 , Dj. 
© — An error is a false alarm (D= I n A=0) or a miss (D=0 n A = 1), and these are disjoint 

events. P is additive on disjoint events, hence the result. 

Note from Relation (16) that under the equal-cost assumption, the Bayes' procedure becomes the 
maximum posterior probability procedure (MAPP). I discussed this procedure in a special setting in Section 
2. 

4. Poisson Processes: Axioms and Basic Properties 

A certain class of stochastic processes plays a dominant role in this report: the class of Poisson proc
esses. In this section 1 try to give an intuitive feeling for Poisson processes and to list some of their mathe
matical properties we will need in the subsequent arguments. 

Poisson processes serve as mathematical models of generators of random "point" events. They are 
useful as representations of times of occurrences of accidents, earthquake occurrence times, arrival times of 
customers, times at which a nuclear-particle detector registers counts, etc. Often, but not always, application 
is to events that occur on the time axis. In neutron slowing-down theory, for example, a Poisson process 
represents events that occur along the lethargy axis. We are interested here in nuclear-counting applications, 
so our language will often be borrowed from the nuclear-counting field. It is worthwhile, however, to 
remember that Poisson processes are useful in many other situations. 

Suppose we are preparing to observe and record the arrival times of a sequence of identical events 
(particle detections, customer arrivals, etc.). Let t > 0, and let 

N(t)= number of arrivals in (0,fj. This notation indicates that the time interval includes the right 
end-point t but not the left end-point 0. For each fixed t, N(t) is a random variable. 

Now, N(t) is a random variable for each fixed t, but we are interested in the entire process. Suppose we decide 
to observe for some fixed time t, and that during that time we observed n(t) arrivals. Then, for that particular 
play of the game, N(t) assumed the value n(t). If we were to repeat the game, N(t) might assume a value other 
than the original n(t). But even if on the second play of the game N(t) assumed the value n(t), it is likely that 
the individual arrival times for the second game would be different from those of the first game. In other 
words, a sample of N(t) hardly gives a complete description of what "went on." To get a complete description 
we need to know how many arrivals there were and when each occurred. We need to see a realization of a seg
ment (sample path segment) of the process N. 

For fixed t, a sample of N(t) is a non-negative integer, and a sample or realization of N is a step func
tion as indicated in my sketch (Fig. 7). 
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Fi]t. 7. Realization of t segment of the process N. The sample 
_ I of N'df is a step function. 

I n(t)=7 
I 
I 
J 
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Notice that for the hypothetical realization shown, there are 7 steps of one unit each prior to time t; hence 
n(t) = 7. There is an arrival at each point at which n jumps to a level one unit higher than its previous level. 
Observe that the step function gives a complete record of a sample of N for the segment (O.iJ. 

So far in this section we have tried to give a qualitative description of what a point 
process "is." We have described what sample paths of point processes look like. We have said something 
about the nature of the randomness of the sample paths. We now restrict attention to a special but very im-
portani (lass of point processes called Poisson processes. 

There are many axiom systems for a Poisson process. We choose the following: the point process N 
is a Poisson process if 

PP1. N has sample paths that (1) are non-decreasing, (2) increase by jumps only, (3) are right 
continuous (at a jump, assume the high value). 

PP2. With probability equal to one, the jumps in a sample path are of unit size. 
PP3. Given any two numbers s, t > 0, the random variable N(s +1) - N(s) is independent of the 

pasl history jN(u); u * sf. 
Here are some notation and some facts we will need. 
PN1. Function A defined for t 5* 0 by A(t) = E[N(t)] is the mean value function or the mean func

tion. Notice that A is monotone increasing. 
PN2. Function A, defined for those t > 0 at which A has a derivative by A(t)=A'(t) (prime means 

derivative), is the intensity function. In the cases of interest to us A will have a derivative 
everywhere 'n any Finite interval except possibly at a finite number of points. 

PN3. If 0 < s < t, the random variable N(t) - N{s) is called an increment of the process. 
PF1. For any two numbers s, t such that 0 < s < t and any non-negative integer k, 

_-[A(»-A(s)l r*m-Ars)l k 

P[N(t) - N(s) = k] = ', w / H S " . 

This last equation says that the random variable [N(t) - N(s)] is Poisson distributed with 
parameter [A(t)-A(s)j. 

PF2. A Poisson process has independent increments. In more detail, if t] < t 2 =S t 3 < 14, then the 
random variables [N(t2) - N(t|)] and [N(t4) - Nfo)] are independent. 

In the class of Poisson processes there is an important subclass called homogeneous Poisson pro
cesses. A Poisson process is homogeneous if its intensity function A is a constant function. A Poisson process 
that is not homogeneous is said to be nonhomogeneous. Here are a couple of important properties of 
homogeneous Poisson processes. 

HPF1. The times between events in a homogeneous Poisson process are independent and iden
tically distributed random variables. 

HPF2. If the intensity of a homogeneous Poisson process is A, then the times between events are 
exponentially distributed with parameter A. 

An example of a physical process for which a homogeneous Poisson process serves as a good model 
comes from radioactive decay, If the half-life is long compared to the observation time, then the decay times 
generate points that closely approximate realizations of a homogeneous Poisson process. 

This radioactivity example concludes the preliminary discussion of properties of Poisson processes. 
Other properties will be discussed as needed in the applications that follow. 
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5. A Rule For Guessing Which of Two Poisson Processes Has Been Sampled 
We have constructed a rule for guessing which of two Poisson random variables has been sampled, 

and we have constructed a rule for guessing which of two general random variables has been sampled. The 
rule for the general random variables subsumes the rule for the Poisson random variables. The rules were con
structed by invoking the maximum a posteriori probability (MAPP) criterion. We now extend the MAPP rule 
to the problem of deciding between Poisson processes. 

Most of the results in this section will be stated without proofs since the theory of stochastic 
processes (even the simple variety considered here) is considerably more complicated than the theory of ran
dom variables. However, to even state our results, we need some more concepts and machinery. I now discuss 
some of these concepts and construct some of this machinery. 

Joint Arrival-Time Density 

Consider a Poisson process with intensity function A. Let n be a fixed positive integer, and let 
W(n) = (W[, W2 W„) be the random vector whose components are the ordered waiting times to the first n 
arrivals. Random variable Wj is the waiting time to the first arrival, W2 is the waiting time to the second ar
rival, etc. We arejn.ercsted in the joint probability density function that describes W(n). Let this joint density 
be fn, and let w(n) = (W[, w 2 »„) be a vector whose coordinates are non-negative, real numbers. Then 

__ (e- A ( w »'l i A(Wi)ifO<w,,<w 2 <.. . <w„) 
fnWn)i={ i = ' J (23) 

(0 otherwise ) . 

Recall that A(l)= / A ( T ) dT. 
0 

To prove Eq. (23) let 0 ^ wj < w 2 < ... < w n be a set of ordered numbers. Let h], I12,.... h n be a set of 
positive numbers such that 0 < w, - h | < W| < w 2 - h 2 < ... < w n . [< wn - h„. Let (s,t) represent a lefi-open, 
right-closed interval and consider the event E where 

E ^ W ^ f w i - h ] , W|], W 2 £(w 2 -h 2 , w j w„£(w„-hn, w„)f. (24) 

Notice that E is identical to the event 

{N(W|-h!) = 0, N(W|)-N(w,-h,)=l , N(w 2 -h 2 )-N(w,) = 0, ... , 

N(w n-h„)-N(w„_,) = 0. N(w„)-N(w n -h n )=l ) , 

where N(t) = number of arrivals in (0,t). Now observe that 
P(E) _^ ffl Mm 

f " ( w ( n » " maxhilO f'l h i 

i = l 

n 

® 

lim II - j| :{e-[A ( wi-hi )-Alwi-l»le- | A l wi )-A ( wi-hi"[A(wi)-A(w i-hi)l) 
maxhjlO i = l ' 

n 1 
lim n pie-W^'-^i-i'l'Alwi-ACwi-hiMJ 

max hM i - 1 ' 

1 
© A(g»„, lim II j - [A(Wi)-A(Wi-hi)] 

maxhi«)i = l ' 
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® n 
= e-A("n» II A(W|). 

i= l 
The reasons: 

Cp — Definition of a joint probability density (the limit notation indicates that hj tends to zero with 
positive values). 

© — From PFI of Section 4 we see that if s < t, then P[N(t) - N(s) = 0] = exp ( - [A(t) - A(s)Jr and 
P[N(t) - N(s) = 1 ] = exp {- IA(l) - A(s)l( (A(t) - A(s)J. Further, from PF2 of Section 4 a Poisson 
process has independent increments. It is to be understood that w 0 =0. 

© — Result of the well known property: exp(x) • exp(y) = exp(x + y). 
© — Same as® w 

© — A(w i)-A(w i-h i)= f A(t)dt, 
"'• . -hi 

which tends to h;A(wj) as hjJO by the mean value theorem for integrals. 
We have completed the derivation of Eq. (23), which is the joint probability density function for the 

first n arrival times. Equation (23) is a statement about n jointly distributed random variables where n is 
fixed. We now turn to construction of a describing function for a sample path segment. In so doing we take a 
small step up from a study of random variables to a study of stochastic processes. 

Sample Function Density 

Recall that sample functions from a Poisson process are random step functions, eac.i step being of 
unit magnitude. For a fixed t > 0 we wish to construct a function that assigns a number to each possible 
sample path segment on (0,tj. This number is a measure, in some sense, of the probability of obtaining sample 
path segments "near" the given sample path segment. The situation is analogous to that in which we assign a 
probability density function to a random variable. A probability density is not a probability, but if we in
tegrate a probability density over a "small" interval that includes the point x, say, we get the probability that 
our random variable will assume a value "close" to x. 

To begin the construction let t > 0 be fixed, let N be a fixed Poisson process, and let A be the intensity 
function for N. Now, let 

I = set of all possible sample paths on (0,t] that N can assume. 
a = a generic element of Z. 

We can visualize a given a geometrically as a step function or algebraically as a string of numbers. For ex
ample, if the a of interest has n steps at times wj, W2,..., w„, we can represent o as the (n + l)-tuple (n, wi, w2, 
.... w„). 

Here is the definition of the sample function density of a Poisson process. Let 2 and N be as above 
and let o=(n, wj, w 2 wn) = [u, w(n)] be an element of I. Here, and in the future, unless specifically stated 
otherwise, 0 < W| < w 2 < . . . , < w„ < t. Then, function fN from Z to the non-negative real numbers is defined 
by 

(P[N(t)=0]ifn=0 ) 
fN(o) = { | (25) 

(PIN(t) = n|Wi = w l t W 2 =w 2 , .... W n = w„]fn(w(n» if n > 0 ) , 

where Wj is the arrival time of the i-th point. Recall that fn is the joint arrival-time density. 
To show, in a rough manner, that the sample function density FN is a measure of the 

probability of obtaining a sample path near a given sample path, let E be the event given by Eq. (24) and 
observe that 

P[(N(t) = n) n E]®P[{N(t) = n}|E]P[E] 

fp»N(t ) = n}|E]f„[w7n")]fihi 
i = l 

®fN(») n h|. 
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The reasons: 
Q> — Definition of conditional probability. 
(D — If a sd is "small," then the integral over the set is approximately equal to the volume of the 

set times the value of the integrand anywhere in the set. This fact is a consequence of the 
mean value theorem for integrals. 

® — P[(N(t) = n}|El is approximately equal to the conditional probability in Eq. (25) if h, is small. 
Since the event {N(t) = n} n E includes all sample paths that are "near" o, we see that fa has the property 
claimed for it. 

The sample function density defined by Eq. (25) does not require that N be a Poisson process. We 
now evaluate fN in the case thai Ni«a Poisson process. If N is a Poisson process, we now know that 

fn[waT)) = e-A ( w«»| nn(w i) (26) 
i = i 

and 

P|N(t) = n|W,=w, W„ = wn] = P[N(t)-N(wn) = Oj = e" |A" )-A(""1. (27) 

Substitute Eqs. (26) and (27) into Eq. (25) to obtain 

/e- A "' ir n = o i 
fN(o) = ) ( 

) n ( (28) 
te"1*" II A(wi) ir n»l I. 

i = l 

To interpret Eq. (28) recall our shorthand: 

o = (n, W|, w 2, .... wn) 

and 

A(t)= j"A(T)dT. 
o 

Equation (28) is the key that allows us to extend the MAPP decision rule from random variables to 
Poisson process. 

The Decision Rule 
Recall from Section 3, Relation (21), the minimum-cost-expeciation rule for guessing which of two 

continuous random variables has been sampled: 

fx,(X) P > ' c(l,0)-c(0,0) P[A = 0] „ , , 
fXo(X> < o c(0,l)-c(l , l) * P[A=1] - K"' 

In Relation (29) 

fx, is the probability density function that describes X,. 
X is the "data" random variable. 
A is the "truth" random variable. A=i implies that the sample is a sample of Xj. 
D is the "decision" random variable. 

Now suppose that we have a setup identical to that which led to the rule given by Relation (21) (Section 3), 
except that the observed sample is a segment of L sample path from one of two point processes. Then an argu
ment similar to that given in Section 3 shows that our minimum-cost-expectation rule is Relation (29), with 
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ihc probability density functions on the left side replace' by the appropriate sample function density. That is, 
if our choice is between two point processes, No and N|, andS is the observed process, then our decision rule 
is 

fN,< S> P>' c(),0)-c(0,0) . P[A=0] 
f N(S) < c(0,l)-c(l,1) P[A=1J' l J U ' 

where fr̂  is the sample function density of the i-ih process (0 < i < 1). Process S is a mixture of process N 0 

and N]. Suppose P|A= IJ = p. Then with probability p, a sample of S is a simple of N^ with probability 
I - p, a sample of S is a sample of No- Our observation interval runs from time zero to some fix.'d positive 
time. The length of the observation interval makes itself felt through the sample function densities. 

Hcforc we turn Relation (30) into an operational rule for deciding between Poisson processes, two 
further comments are appropriate. First, Relation (30) is vjlid for general point processes—there is no 
requirement that N ( and N 2 be Poisson processes. Second, we are treating the left side of Relation (30i as a 
random variable. A sample of S is a random step function, and each ftsj, assigns a number to a random step 
function. Hence the ratio is a random variable. 

To construct an explicit rule for deciding between Poisson processes, specialize Relation (30) to the 
case in which the sample function densities are the Poisson ones given by Eq. (28). The result is 

N(i) A,(Wi) D > ' c(l,0)-c(0,0) P[A = 0J 
M ' . «w3 „<„ ' A '" > " A 0 ( t ) 1 + inc(0.l)-c(l.O-piA^7. (3.) 

The right side of Relation (31) is a number; the left side is a random variable. The rî ht side is a 
threshold that depends on costs, prior probabilities, and the intensity functions of the two alternative proc
esses. Recall that 

A,«)-W)=f [A,(s)-Ws)] ds. 

Our observation interval runs from lime zero to a fixed time t. Randomness enters the left side in two ways: 
(1) The number of arrivals, N(t), is random. This implies that the product has a random number 

of multiplicands. 
(2) The arrival times, Wj, are random. To avoid separate treatment of the special case in which 

there is no arrival, accept the convention that the product with no terms has value I. 
To use the rule displayed by Relation (31) we need to know the arrival times; in practice we often 

"bin" the data and record the numbers of arrivals in various adjacent time intervals. Relation (31) has a 
counterpart for this binned data case. Let 0=to < tj < t2 < . . . < t„=t be a partition of our observation inter
val, (0,tj. Let Mj = S(tj) - S(tj _ ]) be the number of arrivals in the i-th time bin. Recall that S is the observed 
process. Then our minimum-cost-expectation rule is 

ZJ M,*n «»-*«,-o D;\m)-W] 
i = 1 AoW-Aoft.,) D < 0 

c(1.0)-c(0,0) .PIA^O] 
•*"* c(0,l)-c(l , l) P ( A = l ] . (32) 
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Decision Rule Specialized to Homogeneous Poisson Processes 

Consider the decision rule given by Relation (31) in the case that both processes are homogeneous, 
i.e., the case in which Ao and A, are constants. We find that the rule becomes 

P- (A, -A 0 ) t + i n c ( ' - 0 ) - c ( 0 - 0 ) . P t A = 0 ' 
N(t) > c(0,l)-c(l, l) P[A=1]. ( 3 3 ) 

D = n ' " -

where we have assumed, without loss of generality, that Aj > AQ. If we specialize further to the case in which 
the cost ratio is I, and if we let P[A = J J = p; then our decision rule is 

Va.-Arft + i n ^ 
N W < T, —• <3 4> 

» - • ,nT0 

Observe that Relation (34) is identical to Relation (7) of Section 2. According to Relation (34), if we 
wish to minimize the probability of error, the total count contains sufficient information for making a deci
sion. The derivation of Relation (34) tells us much more than does the derivation of Relation (7) of Section 2. 
Recall that to derive Relation (7) we assumed that only the total count was available, but in arriving at Rela
tion (34) we had complete arrival-time data available. So Relation (34) tells us that arrival times contain no in
formation if wc wish to minimize the probability of error; all required information is stored in the total 
number of counts. 

Detector Passing a Point Source at Constant Velocity 

Consider the idealized situation in which a particle detector passes by a point at which a radioactive 
source may or may not be locafed. The observer, allowed one pass-by on a straight line at constant speed, is to 
guess whether or not the source was in place on the basis of the count record accumulated during the pass-by. 
This person's detector is exposed to a constant Poisson background, so counts will accumulate whether or not 
the source is in place during the pass-by. 

We now construct a very simple model of the pass-by experiment. Assume that our detector is planar 
and has dimensions that are small compared with the distance of closest approach between detector and 
source (impact parameter). Let 

b = background intensity, counts/unit time. 
x= mean count rate due to the source when the detector is at the point of closest approach, 

counts/unit time. 
T= time it takes the detector to travel a distance of one impact parameter. 
2E=duration of the observation interval. The interval is centered about the time at which the detec

tor is at the point of closest approach. 

If we assume 1/r2 dependence of the particle flux at the detector, then the intensity of the Poisson process 
sampled by the detector when the source is in place is Ai where 

A|(t)=b+ — — — ; 0 < t < 2 £ . (35) 

K )̂T 
Our observer, who knows everything about Eq. (35), knows b, x, £, and T. If the source is in place at 

pass-by, the observer is sampling a process with intensity Aj. If the source is not in place, this person is sampl
ing a process with constant intensity Ao-b. The observer, who knows the prior probability that the source is 
in place, has a cost matrix assigned. If the observer wishes to minimize cost-expectation, we now know that 
this person's strategy is dictated by Relation (31). 
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We have done some Monte Carlo simulations of a situation that is close to the one just discussed. 
We simulated sample paths from a process with intensity A] given by Eq. (35), and we simulated sample paths 
from a process with constant intensity Ao. However, our constant intensity was not equal :o the b of Eq. (35), 
but was given by 

Ao=2^- f *i(s)ds. (36) 

which is the average value of Ai over the observation interval of length 2c. We were interested in setting up a 
game in which total count would give no useful information for guessing between the two alternatives. This is 
in direct contrast to the case in which both alternatives are homogeneous Poisson processes; we just showed 
that in that case total count is sufficient for deciding between the alternatives. 

My rough sketch (Fig. 8) gives some idea of the shapes of the alternative intensity functions. 

Vig, 8- Alternative tntensilv funclitma. 

Figures 9 to 12 show some results from our Monte Carlo simulations. Each figure consists of two 
graphs. Graph A is an empirical distribution function; graph B is an estimate of the receiver-operating-
characteristic (ROC) curve. 

First, consider the "A" graphs. The static case curve was constructed by the following steps: 
(1) Generate a sample path from a process with constant intensity Ag. 
(2) Assign the number 

N(2«) A,(W0 
t= n 

• - I MWi) 
to the path [see Relation (31)]. 

(3) Store the result of Step 2. 
(4) Do Steps I through 3 1000 times. 
(5) Order the assigned numbers from the smallest to largest. Call the ordered numbers 

/ | < l2 < ... <i|(X)0-

(6) Plot the pairs ( l h i/1000), I < i < 1000. 
The dynamic case curves were constructed by the steps listed except for the important difference that 

Step 1 reads: "Generate a sample path from a process with intensity A, given by Eq. (35)." 
The "A" graphs show how the log-likelihood, I, is distributed. Notice that t tends to assume a 

larger value when the source is in place (intensity is A|). 
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The " B " graphs are estimates of the ROC curves. 1 defined these curves for random variable-
decision procedures in Section 2. The definition given there extends to the stochastic-processes decision pro
cedure being studied here. If we agree to say that a signal is present if the source is in place (intensity is A]), 
then the ROC curve is a trace of the pair (CFAP(t), CDP(t)] as the threshold t varies over its range of values. 

Since the empirical distribution functions are displayed in the A curves, we can use them to describe 
how the ROC estimates were generated. For the purposes of this paragraph let us call the empirical distribu
tion functions s and d: s for static, d for dynamic. Now imagine a threshold t that moves from left to right 
along the horizontal axis of the A graph. As this threshold moves, plot the image pairs [1 - s(l), 1 - d(t)I on 
the U graph. The result is the ROC estimate shown. 

The only independent paramcler thai changes as you proceed through Tigs. 9 lo 12 is the peak source 
intensity, x. Nolicc ihut the ROC curves lend toward the northwest corner as x increases—as our source gels 
stronger relative to the background, our threshold decision procedure improves. 

6. Parameter Estimation For a Poisson Process 

In the previous sections I have been discussing decision procedures, algorithms for guessing between 
two alternatives. I turn now to a different problem: estimating the value of a parameter of the intensity func
tion of a Poisson process. 

Consider the situation in which our observer records a segment of a sample path from a Poisson 
process. This person knows everything about the intensity function of the process except the value of some 
parameter. For example, suppose the intensity function is A where 

A(t) = b + xu(t). (37) 

Suppose b is a known number, u is a known function, and x is the unknown parameter. The observer's task is 
to estimate the value of x from the sample path segment personally collected. The intensity function shown in 
Eq. (37) arises when one models the problem of a detector passing a point source. 

A common type of estimator used to estimate a parameter of a describing function for a random 
variable is a maximum-likelihood estimator. Such estimators may also be constructed for parameters of 
describing functions of Poisson processes. I will now discuss one such estimator. 

When we take a random sample of a random variable and try to estimate a parameter from it, we are 
trying to select from a family of describing functions the one we think describes the random variable being 
sampled. When we construct a maximum-likelihood estimator of a parameter, we choose from the family of 
allowable (by underlying model) probability densities that one bigger than all others at the observed data 
point. Roughly, we choose a value for the parameter that "maximizes the probability that what was observed 
would be observed." Maximum-likelihood estimation for stochastic processes is similar—we choose a 
parameter value such that its associated sample function density is bigger at the observed sample path segment 
than all other allowed sample function densities. Now to the construction. 

Suppose we are going to observe a sample path segment over the interval of time from 0 to t. To 
stress that our intensity function is parameterized we write A„ for the intensity function and Ax for the mean 
value function. The parameter is x. Then according to Eq. (28) of Section 5 the sample function density is fN 

where 

fN(o) = e-A"<« fl AX(WJ). (38) 
i=t 

Recall that o=(n, W|, W2,..., w„) represents a sample path segment. Suppose we know that our parameter is 
limited to some set, Q say. Then if we observe a path o, to find the maximum-likelihood estimate of x we 
search through Q and find the value that maximizes the right side of Eq. (38). 

The principle is quite simple. The details of the search can be quite complicated, especially if Q is a 
multidimensional space. There is no requirement that Q be a subset of the real numbers; it might be some 
subset of real n-dimensional space. We now look at the details of an estimation problem for the case in which 
the intensity function belongs to a restricted class of functions and the parameter space Q is one-dimensional. 
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The intensity function given by Eq. (37) is a member of the class of intensity functions we have in 
mind. As indicated earlier this class include s .'he intensity function that arises when one models the problem of 
a detector passing by a radioactive source of unknown strength. One of our binary decision problems in
volved such an intensity function [Eq. (35), Section 5]. Recall, however, that in that problem the observer 
knew the value of x, the intensity of the source. What this person did not know was whether or not the source 
was in place. The observer, now knowing a source is in place, is to estimate its intensity. 

In pi actice it is often convenient to define the log-likelihood function by taking the logarithm of Eq. 
(38): 

i(x) = infN(o) = -Ax(t) + 5 ; h y * J . (39) 
i = l 

Since the logarithm function is monotone increasing, the log-likelihood function and the sample function 
density will have their extrema at the same locations. Usually a numerical search will be required to find the 
value of x that maximizes the right side of Eq. (39). Sometimes the search is easier if we look for roots of the 
derivative of I with respect to x. 

Detector-Passing-a-Point-Source Model 

For the detector-passing-a-point-source model (Section S) our intensity X is 

*x(t) = b + x - ' i 0 < t < 2t. (40) 

['•(¥)'] 
Suppose our observer knows the value of b, t, and T and knows that x > 0. This person observes a sample path 
during the time interval [0, 2c). Suppose this observed path is (n, w,, w 2, .... w„). Then the log-likelihood 
function evaluated at ihis path is 

l(x) = -2be- 2 x E , , + t , ' n j b + x ' . , '(• (41) 

[•*(*)] i=' l [ - M i l 
Equation (41) is the log-likulihood function if we use arrival-time data. Recall that w; is the i-th ar

rival time. One can also construct a likelihood function for binned data. I skip the details and quote the result 
If 0 = to< t| < ... < t|, = 2E is a partition of |0, 2tJ, 

ti 

1,0) = f Ax(t)dt ( K i < k ) ; (42) 
• ' • i - i 

and if nj is the number of counts observed in time bin i, the log-likelihood function evaluated at (n,, n 2 , . . . . 
n k)is 

«x) = -2b£- J

2 x t , , 1 , r + "£ n,lnl,(i). (43) 

M T ) ] ,=' 
Let us say our observer is using binned data. This person substitutes the observed count-data vector into Eq. 
(43) and then finds the value of x that maximizes I. That value is the maximum-likelihood estimate of the 
source intensity. 

Figures 13 to 16 show some results of Monte Carlo simulations designed to test the performance of 
the estimators we have just discussed. Figure 13A shows one sample path, normalized to unity; Fig. I3B 
shows the corresponding arrival-time log-likelihood function computed from Eq. (41). Figures ISA and 1SB 
are similar to Figs. ISA and I3B—only the source rates are different. 
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Figure 14 gives some idea of how the arrival-time and binned (single bin in tiie case shown) 
estimators performed. The results of SO estimates are shown. For each of 50 simulated sample paths, 1 com
puted an arrival-time and single-bin estimator. I then ordered these 50 values and constructed empirical 
distribution functions (the step functions shown). The smooth "S" curves are normal distribution functions 
(except for normalization) whose means and variances equal the data means and variances. Figure 16 is the 
same as Fig. 15 except for the changed source rate. 

Notice from Figs. 14 and 16 that the arrival-time and single-bin estimators performed about equally 
well. This nearly equal performance may be due to the simple form of the intensity function (Eq. (40)). li can 
be shown that if the background [b in Eq. (40)] is zero, then the single-bin and arrival-time estimators are 
equal. 
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